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--sailors battled press-gangs in every English port
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--naval vessels pressing in the Caribbean “have had their Boats haul’d up in the Streets and going to be Burned, & their Captains insulted by 50 Arm’d Men at a time, and obliged to take shelter in some Friends House...” Commander Charles Knowles, 1743

--captain of the H.M.S. Shirley “dared not set foot on shore for four months for fear of being prosecuted...or murdered by the mob for pressing.”
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1748: “All Men are by Nature on a Level; born with an equal Share of Freedom, and endow’d with Capacities nearly alike.”
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--agued for both civil disobedience and a right to resistance that utilized force

--passive nonresistance, he claimed, was slavery
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Mercantilism--Assumptions and Implementation:

--Navigation Acts--cornerstone of mercantilist system
  --ships manned by British; English-owned ships; enumerated items to be shipped to England first
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--massive expansion of New England shipbuilding industry
--colonists are British subjects and own ships
--specific (enumerated) industries singled out, foreign competitors at a disadvantage when competing with colonials
--mercantilist system offered degree of security/stability by providing wider markets/network of trade through London
--navigation laws may have been the cement of the Empire
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English position: assumption that sovereignty "unitary," "indivisible," located in central institution/individual (king)

Colonial Expectations
Urbanization--growth encouraged by colonial policies
--important mercantile classes develop in urban centers
--increased sense of confidence--in ability to run political/cultural institutions
--parent/child metaphor waning
--by 1760/70s colonialists talk of mutuality, contractual understanding, reciprocity
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Colonials expect a certain degree of political autonomy powers over financial matters--frame financial bills, issue paper money, appoint judges

Wealthy urban classes expect to be allowed to freely participate in social and governmental and economic affairs

Expect personal independence

Only truly virtuous people are independent

Taxation taken out of local hands--violation

Taxed without personal consent--servile being
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War debts:
--costs of victory:
--huge empire potentially a huge benefit or a drain b/c administrative costs

huge debt → domestic taxes → larger empire

War economy:
--economic boom encouraged by military spending
--wages go up
--most colonials benefit
--post-war depression
--inefficient tax collecting system
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Imperial Action:
Options

1) appeal to patriotism--ask people to help requisitioning
   --not effective b/c individual colonies refused b/c war did not affect them

2) tax the colonists--tell them that you're paying for your own defense to assuage hot spots
   --reformed system to get rid of absentee tax collectors
   --paperwork for colonists to curb smuggling
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Colonial Reaction
"Does England have the right to do this?"
The "sacred right of Englishmen is to be taxed only at our consent."
Result of protest:
Talk of rights of Englishmen
--colonials afraid this will set precedent for future actions by K and P.